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Introduction. In recent papers [2], [3], the present authors introduced two alter-

nating direction procedures for the numerical solution of the first-order hyperbolic

system

(1) Ut = AUx + BUy,

where U is an «-component vector function of the space co-ordinates x, y and the

time t, and A, B are n X n symmetric matrices which may depend on x, y and t.

In this note it will be shown how these methods may be extended to the p space-

dimensional system

Ut - ¿AíUxí
i=l

where á< (t = 1, • • • p) are n X n symmetric matrices and U is an n-component

vector function of the space co-ordinates x, (i = 1, • • • p) and i. In Sections 1 and

2 it will be assumed that the matrices are independent of x¿ (¿ = 1, • • • p) and t.

The variable coefficient case will be treated in Section 3.

1. Two Space Dimensions. An example of the first type of alternating direction

procedure for the numerical solution of (1) [2], is given by

(2) [/ 4- §(/ - rB)Ay\UY+i = [7 4- W + rA)Ax]Um,

[I+ÜI- rA)Ax]Um+i = [I + hil + rB)Ay]U%li,

where Um, Um+i are the values of U at the mesh points iih, jh, mk) and iih, jh,

im + l)k) respectively, I is the unit matrix of order n, and r = k/h, where h, k

are the mesh increments in the space and time directions respectively. The quantity

Um+i is an auxiliary solution and in general is not an approximation to the solution

of (1) at any time. The forward-difference operators Ax, Ay are defined in the usual

manner. The elimination of Um+i from the Eqs. (2) gives

(3) [/ + |(7 - rB)Ay][I + |(7 - rA)Ax]Um+i

= [I + |(7 + rB)Au] J + i(7 4- rA)Ax]Um .

The formulae (2) and (3) constitute the split and factorised forms of one of a

family of sixteen similar methods (see [2]).

The second alternating direction procedure [3] is given by

(4) [7 - IrBiAy 4- V„)]td = [7 + irá (A. 4- V.)]Um,

[I - Jrá(A, 4- Vx)]Um+i = [I + \rBiAy + V,)]UÍÜi,
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where Vx, V¡, are the first-order backward-difference operators in the x and y direc-

tions respectively. The elimination of Um+i from (4) leads to the scheme

.. [7 - \rBiAy -f Vv)][7 - Irá (A, -f- Vx)]Um+i
(01

= [7 4- \rBiAy 4- Vy)] [7 4- irá (A, + Vx)]Um .

2. Extension to the Case of p Space Variables. Let us now consider how the

methods described above may be extended to the case of p (>2) space variables.

The system of differential equations to be considered is given by

(6) Ut='¿lAiUxi
v=l

where a,- (i = 1, • • • p) are symmetric n X n matrices.

The natural extension of (3) to p space variables is given by

(7) ft [/ 4- W - rAs)AXs]Um+i = {[ U + W + rAs)AXs}Um .
s=l s=l

where Um = Uiiji, ■ ■ -, ish; mk), Um+i = Uiiji,   ■ ■ ■, ish; im + l)k), and the

order of the matrices in the product is defined by

Û Qii= Qi Q* ■ • ■ Qp ■
s=l

The formula (7) connects the values of U at 2P points at each of two neighbouring

time levels. In a similar manner (5) may be extended to give

(8) Û [/ - lrAsiAXs + Vx¡]Um+i = fi [/ + Írá,(Ax< + Vx,)]Um ,
s=l s=l

a formula involving 3" points at each of two adjacent time levels.

The above formulae, which are correct to Oih2), are of the form

9) II BaUm+i = n C.Um ,
s-l s=l

where Bs, Cs take the values

7+ |(7Trás)AIs

or

7=F irás(AXs4- v*.,).

depending on whether we are referring to method (7) or (8).

The obvious generalization of the split formulae (2) and (4) to p (>2) space

dimensions is

-DpLm-^l   —   Cl(7m,

Bp+i_QU(Y+i = C.cTiV" ,        (« = 2, • • •, p - 1)

BlUm+l   =   CpUm+l    ,

where U^+v (° = x'  ' ' ')> are intermediate values. Unfortunately this splitting
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requires that the matrices At, • • ■, Ap commute. It is unlikely that this will occur

in practice and so this Peaceman-Rachford type factorization for the case of

p (>2) space variables is of little value. It may be verified in a similar manner

that the above commutation conditions are also required for Douglas-Rachford

type factorizations. Moreover, any attempt to extend to p (>2) space variables the

boundary procedures advocated in [2] and [3] for the schemes (2) and (4) has re-

sulted in failure.

We therefore require a splitting of (9) which does not demand any commuta-

tion of the matrices A ¿\i = 1, 2, • • •, p) and admits easy incorporation of boundary

data at intermediate steps. Such a splitting is given by D'Jakonov [1]. For (9) this

becomes

V

BiUm+i = \\ CsUm ,
(10) s=1

BqUi:U = t/iVi1',        (« = 2, • • • p)

where U%Y = Um+i and the "boundary" values U^Y at the intermediate levels

are obtained from the formulae

(11) U^li =   fi BsUm+i,       q= 1,2, •••, (p- 1).
s=q+l

Thus the methods of [2], [3] may be extended to p (>2) space dimensions, pro-

vided we employ a D'Jakonov type splitting.

3. Variable Coefficients. If the matrices á,(¿ = 1, • • -, p) are functions of the

space variables x{ ii = 1, ■ ■ ■, p) and t, it can be verified by the Taylor expansions

that the difference formula (8) is still accurate to second order provided the matrix

operators Bs, Cs are evaluated at the (m 4- l)th and mth time levels respectively.

However, in the case of formula (7), the matrix operators must not only be evalu-

ated at the correct time level but also at the center of the hypercube formed by

the 2P points at each time level. This centering in space was first employed by

Wendroff [5] for his two-level, 2X2" point scheme.

4. Stability. If we carry out a Fourier transformation of the space variables in

the usual way, (9) becomes

n baYm+i) = n csu(m)
s-l s=l

where bs, cs take the values

7 cos ißeh/2) T irAs sin ißsh/2)

or

7 =F \irA s sin ßsh ,

depending on whether we are considering method (7) or method (8). The quantities

ßs (s = 1, • • • p) are arbitrary real numbers. The local amplification matrix of (9)

is then given by
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g= (ùbsY1 (íu).

Applying the stability analysis outlined in [3], it can be shown for methods (7) and

(8) that

(12) ||G*C?|| <l+0(fc2)

where G* is the complex conjugate of G, and where |¡ | denotes the L2 norm.

Since a necessary and sufficient condition for stability (Lax and Rieht my er [4]) is

given by

(13) ||G*(?||<l + 0(fc)

it follows that methods (7) and (8) are unconditionally stable. If the matrices

A, (s = 1, • • • p) commute, then (12) reduces to

||G*C7l| = 1.

In [3] it was shown, for the case p = 2, that the commutation condition is not

necessary for the best constant one to appear on the right-hand side of (13).
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